WHAT’S NEW

Fall/Winter 2018

NEW BODY CARE PRODUCTS

NEW MAKEUP PRODUCTS
Flawless Finish
Liquid Foundation

Flawless Finish Color Palette
Neutral
Pink
Yellow

SAMPLE-SIZE
COMING
SOON!

Ivory IV

For all skin types: This
silky-smooth foundation
provides a flawless,
buildable finish without
accentuating lines.
Hydrating formula
controls oil and is
suitable for all skin
types.

Sand SA

Bare BA

Shell SH

Linen LI

Beige Taupe BET

Sesame SE

Bone BO

Vanilla VA

Buff BU

1 oz. $22.50 #65-____

Flax FL

Tawny TA

Lash Building Mascara

Body Wash for MEN

Hand & Body Lotion for MEN

Ideal for bath or shower to
thoroughly cleanse away daily
grime and impurities. Naturally
scented with bergamot and
patchouli, this enriched body
wash is formulated with
antioxidants, fruit extracts,
vitamins and botanicals to help
skin feel smooth, clean and
refreshed.

Moisturizing hand and body lotion
formulated distinctly for men to
relieve dryness and heal rough,
calloused skin. Lightly scented with
bergamot and patchouli.

Mascara
Color Palette

Create your look with this buildable
formula that lifts and lengthens without
clumping with each coat you apply.
$14.95 #49-____

Black BL

Natural Lash Mascara
For that “my lashes are amazing” look,
this formula enhances your natural lashes
with a boost of definition and color.

8 oz. $17.25 #2503

Black/Brown BLB

$14.95 #55-____

8 oz. $17.95 #2501

NEW SAMPLE-SIZE PRODUCTS
Men’s Sample Set
Sample set includes the
following sample-size
products: 2 Body Wash
for MEN, 2 Hand & Body
Lotion for MEN, 1 Deep
Pore Cleanser, and 1 Aloe
Vera Barbadensis Jelly.

7-Piece Brush Set with
Brush Holder Cup/Case
Get the perfect look with
seven brushes secured in a
black and gold embossed
brush holder cup/case
with a snap closure to keep
everything in place.
$41.95 #8031
Set includes: powder brush, blush brush, contour
brush, 2 eye shadow brushes, angle brush, lip
brush and brush holder cup/case.

NEW MAKEUP COLORS
Perfect Finish Dual Action
Wet or Dry Powder Foundation

Baby Sample Set
Sample set includes the
following sample-size
products: 2 Baby Lotion,
2 Diaper Cream, 1
Foaming Baby Wash.

For all skin types: This light, incredibly
versatile, oil-free powder is formulated with
aloe vera for a silky-smooth feel. It is quick
and easy to use dry for light coverage, or
wet for extra coverage.
$20.95 #63-____

Neutral
#42
Biscuit BIS

#43
Creamy Beige
CBE

#30
Porcelain POR

Yellow
#36
Latte LAT

Warm

Believable Finish Blush
L’BRI long-lasting powder blush goes on evenly for a natural, healthy glow.
$9.95 #67--____

#305
Golden Brown
GOB

